
PERSUASIVE ESSAYS 4TH GRADE

10 persuasive essay samples to help students understand the features and structure of a persuasive piece. Each text is
accompanied by 10 comprehension .

They make them for grades  Ideally, if you are using the Internet to find information then you want to ensure
that the websites are reputable and can provide verifiable information. Persuade your friend to join a new club
or group with you. How to structure the essay There are many ways to structure the essay, but commonly you
will use a five paragraph structure. With each practice we did, my students got stronger and I introduced
different organizers to help them and to keep interest high. What is the best way to persuade someone? After
discussing the pros and cons with partners, the class took sides. Writing Manuals. I hope you find a few of
these tips and my graphic organizers helpful! Other teachers in my building use the resources for their grade
level as well. What does it mean to persuade someone? Persuade your teacher to give out homework passes for
good grades. The school day should be shorter. Persuade your teacher to give everyone a night off from
homework. They are: Persuasive Writing Guideline 1: Start with an introductory paragraph stating your
argument and telling the reader what it is you want. Knowing how to write persuasively and learning how to
recognize persuasive writing and are both valuable skills for kids to have. After we worked our way through
several of the Scholastic News opinion pieces, my third graders also thought of issues pertinent to their own
lives and school experiences they wanted to write about, including: Should birthday treats and bagel sales be
banned at school? Using the name of a popular cookie is a mnemonic device that helps my students remember
the structural order their paragraphs need to take: Opinion, Reason, Example, Opinion. I should be able to stay
at home on my own. My students did pretty well with the initial organizer and we used it again to plan out
opinion pieces on whether sledding should be banned in city parks.


